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Avon Mill Autumn Festival  

Manning our own oak press at Avon Mill garden centre’s annual autumn 
event has become a bit of a fixture. We had a fine team this year, including 
some extremely hard-working children and even our membership secretary 
Peter Snoxall, who now works in France and has exotically attended our 
meetings by video-link. There’s always a bit of drama when the big press is 
in action and people were bringing in apples all day. The particular mix of 
fruit at these public events is pure happenchance, of course, but the juice 
we ended up with on that occasion was pretty good (although one small girl 
took a sip and said, with a definitely critical look on her face, ‘But it only 
tastes of apples!’).  
 

Editorial   

Well, it’s been a very different harvest this year, with plenty of apples, albeit 
many on the small side. All the public apples days seem to have been 
extremely busy and the demand for Orchard Link presses has been much 
higher than in 2012. Our equipment hire manager, George Arnison, has 
produced an interesting seasonal report (see pages 15 and 16).  

The good harvest might prompt those of us with large old trees to spend 
some time this winter looking after them, with a view to a better quality 
crop next year. Charles Staniland claims that even ten minutes spent 
pruning a tree of this sort is worthwhile: can this be true? See opposite 
page. Kevin Croucher (of Thornhayes Nursery) writes about managing the 
orchard understorey – an often neglected aspect of orchard care and 
something that’s vital to consider at the planning stage (see page 11). 

 We’ve been pleased to see a few members of Orchards Live – active in 
north Devon – at our events, particularly now that the two organisations 
have agreed to work together more closely. See page 10 for an outline of 
how this came about and what it might mean for both groups.  

Lastly, a new venture for Orchard Link is working with South Devon AONB to 
see how we might better support community orchards. A meeting is 
organised for later this month (see page 4). We hope that this will indicate 
the areas where we can be most useful.  

Tim Walker and Gill Gairdner 
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Winter pruning (or 10 minutes a day) 

So this spring/summer you thinned your fruit and the result was better-
sized apples of good colour, etc. … ? Now it’s the time of year when we look 
to winter pruning. We are particularly thinking of trees that are at least 
twenty years old. Are they becoming shade trees?  A good fruit tree should 
not make a good shade tree, but if pruning is neglected, many apples and 
pears become better producers of shade than fruit. Also, standard trees 
may outgrow the reach of ladders or pole pruning tools. A neglected but 
otherwise healthy tree will also generally show a marked improvement in 
fruit quality as a result of pruning. 

Fruit buds begin developing during the growing season previous to the one 
in which they mature as fruit, and more are initiated than can fully develop 
into fruit. Growing conditions during the time of bud initiation and the 
subsequent winter will affect the number of buds that flower, and certain 
cultivars are ‘alternate bearers’ that seldom initiate many buds during a 
year with a heavy fruit crop. In any case, by late winter the buds for the 
coming summer's crop will be very evident. The primary purpose of pruning 
is to increase sunlight penetration, remove less productive wood and shape 
the crown into an efficient, stable form. Pruning increases fruit size, 
promotes uniform ripening, increases sugar content and reduces disease 
and insect attack by allowing better ventilation and faster drying following 
rainfall. It also permits easier access for pruning and harvesting while 
reducing trees’ windage (risk of blowing over). 
 

 
Silky Fox Gomtaro 300 pruning saw (photo: Radmore & Tucker) 
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Gazing at large orchard trees suggests the enormity of the pruning needed – 
so it isn’t done. I encourage you to spend just 10–30 minutes on each 
(larger) tree. Removing a branch or two every year is surely do-able and 
represents good value for time spent. It acknowledges that the tree’s 
mission is to grow bigger and yours is to tune or tweak to achieve the aims 
listed above. You have until the end of March. It is definitely easier to prune 
after leaf fall when you can see better what is needed. As always, this 
winter’s pruning may well need a follow-up summer prune to remove any 
excessive new growth. 

Consider buying a new saw. There’s a good selection at Tuckers and Mole 
Valley Farmers. Shinners Bridge Garden Machinery (Dartington) have a 
useful ‘Silverline’ pruning saw for £10. For the next level – a ‘Silky Fox’ 
Gomtaro 300 (see page 3) – you will need to spend over £30; you pay for 
better results and less effort. Radmore and Tucker of Exeter stock these. If 
you need further information/encouragement, come to our winter pruning 
course on 26 January 2014. I think I might go and learn something myself …  

Charles Staniland 
 

Meeting for Community Orchard Groups in South Devon 

(Orchard Link and South Devon AONB) 

Date: 20 Nov, 7.30–9.30 pm  

Venue: South Brent Old School Community Centre 

If you involved in running or supporting a community orchard in South 
Devon or thinking of starting one, please join this informal gathering to:  

 Establish what is needed to support new and existing community 
orchards (money? equipment? know-how? technical information?)  

 Learn from each other about what works and what doesn’t 

 Find out who’s doing what 

 Hear about how festivals, art, school work, events, story-telling and 
training can help involve the wider community in the orchard and 
enrich our orchard heritage 

 Scope out how a collective funding bid for events, activities and 
resources based at community orchards could be put together  

Any queries? Contact Robin Toogood at treasurer@orchardlink.org.uk or 
01364 72458.  

mailto:treasurer@orchardlink.org.uk
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Science matters: cider-making workshop at Milltop Orchard 

We’ve drunk some pretty poor ciders over the years, so when committee 
member Peter Webb, who produces cider and juice commercially near 
Combeinteignhead, offered to run a workshop we rather fell upon his neck.  

In October, fourteen of us met up at Milltop. Peter talked about the 
different kinds of cider apple and the pros and cons of wild yeast versus 
yeast cultures. He took us through post-pressing, which includes using a 
hydrometer to measure specific gravity (and calculates alcohol content) to 
indicate the stage of fermentation and testing for pH, plus adjustments that 
may be necessary – for instance, adding yeast nutrient or metabisulphate 
(sulphur dioxide). He emphasised the importance of hygiene and minimising 
exposure to air no matter what kind of cider-making you go in for. 

Peter’s sweet and dry ciders made us realise that attention to detail really 
pays off. He stressed that exactly what you do depends on the scale of your 
operation and showed us equipment he has adapted for his own purpose. 
As we watched his scratter and wine press being operated by one person 
we thought of arduous apple pressings we have known … 
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Summer pruning course  

Charles Staniland argues that summer pruning has particular value here in 
the west of the country because our high humidity means that trees can be 
growthy, so that cuts in the summer months – which don’t stimulate growth 
in the same way as cuts made in winter – are a useful control mechanism.  

This year the course run by Charles took place on 7 July at Lower Lounston, 
near Islington, within the national park, where Karen and David Smith and 
their son Tom have a lovely well-sheltered established orchard of dessert, 
cider and culinary apples, together with some plums. Their farm has been in 
the family for four generations and they have recently added an outside 
classroom and developed a fine pond and woodland area.  

 

Pruning instruction at Little Lounston (photo: Gill Gairdner) 

We were a group of ten or so. Charles first talked about the principles 
behind summer pruning and gave us a demonstration. We then worked 
through the orchard in pairs, with Charles to hand for advice and 
encouragement. Some of the trees were pretty overgrown and lent 
themselves perfectly to our onslaught by saw and long-handled loppers. It 
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was large-scale rather than small-scale work: we were removing whole 
branches as part of the thinning exercise and bringing down the height of 
trees rather than snipping with secateurs, although any dead or diseased 
material was cut away as a matter of course. We could see the abundance 
of new growth caused by last winter’s pruning and were able to either 
remove it or ‘tune’ it to balance the tree. Some branches heavy with fruit 
escaped the chop this time! Tall hedges have been laid so there was also 
shaping work to do to encourage trees to take advantage of the extra light. 
It was interesting to consider and deal with plum and pear as well as apple 
cultivars. 

When I got home I went straight out to my own (younger) trees, looked at 
them critically and gave them a bit of their very own summer-pruning 
attention. It had been a useful day in a gorgeous place. 

Gill Gairdner 

 
(Editors: Apart from anything else, these courses are a wonderful excuse 

to venture into other parts of the county and poke about in 

other people’s intriguing places …) 

 
Orchards and wildlife 
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One of the main reasons for setting up Orchard Link years ago was a desire 
to end – and ideally reverse – the habitat loss that went hand in hand with 
the long decline in orchards across south Devon. At the end of August, thirty 
or so members and visitors spent the afternoon at Colin and Mandy 
Speakman’s orchards at Great Leigh Farm in the Teign valley, where the 
emphasis is as at least as much on wildlife value as on fruit productivity.  

 

The ‘walking-stick tree at Great Leigh Farm (photo: Tim Walker) 

Colin and Mandy moved to Great Leigh Farm twelve years ago, attracted 
particularly by its relatively recently planted up orchards – approximately 
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four acres – of mixed fruit on either side of a small water course. The site is 
steeply sloping even by south Devon standards and management is 
consequently quite challenging. At the moment the understory is controlled 
using a 15 hp Dr All-Terrain Field and Brush Mower, but areas are left uncut 
to provide food and cover for insects: traps have indicated a good range of 
moth species, including the Elephant Hawk, Eyed Hawk, Drinker, Ghost and 
Ermine. Several species of bat feed over the ground; Greater Horseshoe 
bats are resident. Ecologists agree that a significant proportion of 
deadwood in living forests is critical to biodiversity and for this reason Colin 
and Mandy tend to leave deadwood in situ. 

Audrey Compton, a local farmer active with the Devon Wildlife Trust and 
with long experience of environmental farm management, told us more of 
the wildlife of the area and the responsibilities of any good landowner.   

As we walked through the orchards Charles Staniland talked about care 
aspects of apples, pears and plums, and pointed out a ‘walking stick tree’ – 
a very old type of apple which can be propagated from cuttings and which 
had layered (produced new roots) at points of contact with the ground after 
falling over. Mandy also showed us one of her home-built top bar beehives, 
managed according to natural beekeeping principles. 

During a fine tea there was a chance to taste some of the different kinds of 
plum that Mark Pigeon from Galmpton had brought along. I thought large 
juicy ‘Imperial Gage’ (not actually a gage) particularly glorious, and the tree 
apparently does well in this area. The quality of the ‘Cambridge Gage’ was 
rather poor and some growers present recommended ‘Bryanston’ as a 
better greengage cultivar for humid parts of the UK. 

Gill Gairdner 
 

 Apple grafting – Mick couldn’t stop himself … 

Despite saying last autumn that I was clearing all my spare apple graftings 
and didn’t intend to do any more – well, I did some. So I have trees available 
this winter and I have also decided to continue to do specific grafts for 
members on either MM106 or M25 rootstocks.  
Contact me: 01548 821156. 

Mick Godfrey  
Orchards Link + Orchards Live   
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We in Orchard Link see the organisation Orchards Live as our sister group, 
doing very similar things and for the same reasons but operating in north 
rather than south Devon. Orchards Live was set up in 2002 by orchard 
enthusiasts anxious about the loss of traditional apple varieties and orchard 
habitats and, like us, they decided that making equipment available should 
be the primary focus of restoration efforts, along with a fine sequence of 
training events. One difference is a larger membership (around 300) – partly 
explained, perhaps, by there being no other apple organisations in the area 
and far fewer locally run apple events than in this part of the county. The 
group has a significant presence at the RHS Rosemoor Garden open day 
each year. 

Tattwa Gyani recently took over the chairmanship from Michael Gee and 
Tim Walker and I attended an Orchards Live meeting with a view to 
exploring ways in which our two bodies might collaborate with and support 
each other. There was a great deal of mutual goodwill – well, of course! – 
and we agreed, as a start, to advertise each other’s events and share 
newsletter material from time to time. Pure distance precludes an 
amalgamation of the two groups, but we left feeling thoroughly united in 
spirit. 

Gill Gairdner 
 

 
 

Grass management in orchards  
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Orchards basically come in two forms: grazed or mown. The traditional 
orchard of large standard trees was generally grazed. The bush orchard of 
smaller trees on more modern, dwarfed rootstocks is mown in some way. 

Bush orchards have trees with low branches that can easily be picked from 
the ground and their very nature means that grazing animals would damage 
or destroy them. Commercially grown bush orchards often have trees in 
rows, with the grass beneath the trees sprayed off with herbicide. The grass 
alleys between the rows are then easily controlled with a tractor-mounted 
mower. On sites with no herbicide strip, more sophisticated mowing kit is 
needed. In domestic situations, bush trees are often gradually pruned to 
half standards, to allow the man of the family to play with his ride on-
mower. The grass should be mown regularly and not boxed off: removing 
the clippings removes nutrients and eventually depletes the fertility of the 
site. Long, rank grass beneath trees encourages fungal disease, but species-
rich, hay meadow-type headlands devoid of trees encourages beneficial 
insects. 

Standard orchards may be grazed by livestock of various kinds, each with its 
own problems. The essential thing, as with bush orchards, is to keep the 
grass fairly short and tight. With cider orchards – where fruit is normally 
picked off the ground – a short, dense sward, with no bare patches, keeps 
the fruit clean. The shortest and tightest sward is created by sheep. They 
also can reach least high so branches can be lower. Cattle are okay; 
however, trees must be large and well guarded to stop rubbing. The further 
you go along the south-west peninsula, the smaller is the average size of the 
standard tree (due to soils and weather) and the less suitable orchards are 
for grazing by cattle. Where an orchard owner has the choice, I would 
always recommend sheep over cattle, and never overwinter cattle in an 
orchard if you value it. Geese are used on a small scale in some orchards. 
They are good grazers but can debark trees as effectively as sheep. All trees 
in grazed orchards, even large mature ones, can be damaged by livestock 
and need guarding. But the different forms of guarding require an article to 
themselves. 

Finally, but significantly: never put horses, ponies or goats in an orchard – 
nor, probably, llamas, though I’ve no direct experience of these.  

Kevin Croucher, Thornhayes Nursery 

More apples days … 
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South Milton: People came to press their own fruit and see our display of 
around fifty different apples: great big green ones and yellow, slab-sided 
Catsheads nestled next to upstart Red Devils, upstaging all the rest with 
their red-tinged flesh. This is a vibrant community; all ages were involved, 
the ensemble ‘Up the Creek’ played apple-linked songs and there were 
lunches and teas in the village hall. Interesting to listen to farmer Richard 
Rogers as we led a group round his orchard – children’s faces a picture as 
they tried a bite of dry cider apples. Well done, Jenny Brown (OL member), 
for organising the event.  

Charles Staniland 
 
‘Celebrate Start Bay’: Thanks to Mick Godfrey gathering up a few sacks of 
early apples OL had something to press when we took our stand to this 
annual event at Slapton Ley Field Centre in August. Peter Webb took a break 
from his ‘proper’ apple juice and cider-making enterprise to wrestle with 
the basket press: we sold cups of juice too many to count and met a lot of 
people with apples and other fruit trees in that very particular coastal area.  

Gill Gairdner  
 

 
 

Events 
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ORCHARD LINK 
Wednesday 20 November, 7.30–9.30, Community Orchard Groups 
meeting. Venue: South Bent Old School Community Centre. See further 
details on page 4. 

Sunday 26 January, 10.00–3.00, Winter Pruning course with Charles 
Staniland in an orchard near Bovey Tracey, a practical 'hands-on' session 
backed up with some background theory to demystify this vital skill for all 
orchard-owners, gardeners and landscapers. Plenty of interesting, different-
sized trees to work on. Bring a packed lunch and, if possible, your own 
pruning tools. Fee: £15 (£20 non-members). For details, please 
contact Orchard Link on: info@orchardlink.org.uk. 

Saturday 22 March, 10.00–4.00, Grafting Day. Venue: The Husbandry 
School, Newton Abbot. Adam Montague will instruct us in whip (bench) 
grafting. Rootstock and scions will be provided and there will be grafting 
equipment provided and for sale. Please bring secateurs if you have them 
and any scions you would like to graft. You will leave with a couple of your 
own grafted trees. Fee: £30 (£35 non-members). Refreshments and 
lunch provided. Please email info@orchardlink.org.uk to book. 
 

ORCHARDS LIVE 
Saturday 30 November, 10.30–3.00, Restorative Pruning course. To be 
held in an orchard near Bideford. Fee: £12 (£14 non-members). 

Saturday 18 January, 10.30–3.00, Formative Pruning course. To be held in 
an orchard near Bideford. Fee: £12 (£14 non-members). 

Saturday 8 February, 10.30, Scion Day. To be held at Eggesford Garden 
Centre, near Chumleigh. 

Saturday 15 February, 10.30–3.30, Grafting Day. Run by Kevin Croucher at 
a venue between Barnstaple and South Molton. Fee: £12 (£14 non-
members). 
 

For information about any of these events or to book a place on one of the 
training days, please contact Jane Schofield on 01884 861181 or 
blackdog.jane@gmail.com. 
 

(Editors: NB All these events – and sometimes more – can be found on the 
respective organisation’s websites.) 
TAVY & TAMAR APPLE GROUP  

mailto:info@orchardlink.org.uk
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Saturday 11 January, 6.00 pm, Wassailing Evening. Central Orchard, Bere 
Ferrers. Cost: £5.00 (includes pasty and cold drink!). 

Saturday 25 January, Winter Pruning course. To be held at Leigh Farm 
(morning) and Greystone Farm (afternoon). Fee: £14  (£19 non-members – 
which includes two years of membership). See website 
(www.tavyapples.org.uk) for further details and booking form.  

 
ORCHARD LINK  

Orchard Link is a south Devon organisation set up in 1998 by apple and cider 
enthusiasts concerned about the disappearance of traditional orchards in 
the area. Its purpose is to promote the restoration and extension of 
orchards by offering technical advice and support to both existing owners 
and individuals or groups planting trees for the first time. 

The committee meets at 7.30 on the second Thursday of January, March, 
May, July, September and November, currently at the Church House Inn, 
Harberton. Members are always welcome. 

Contact details 

Email: info@orchardlink.org.uk; mobile: 07792 664710 

Website: www.orchardlink.org.uk 

Officers  

Chairman and Technical Advisor:  
 
Membership Secretary:  
 
Equipment Manager:  
 
 
Website Manager:  
 
Newsletter Editors: 
 
Treasurer:  

Charles Staniland 
(c.m.staniland@googlemail.com) 
Peter Snoxall 
(membership@orchardlink.org.uk) 
George Arnison 
(presshire@orchardlink.org.uk or 07759 
658737) 
Graham Sykes 
(web@orchardlink.org.uk)  
Tim Walker (info@orchardlink.org)  
Gill Gairdner (gillgairdner@gmail.com) 
Robin Toogood 
(treasurer@orchardlink.org.uk)  

 
2013 Apple Pressing Report 
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By the time this newsletter comes out, the pressing season will have 
finished. After last year’s washout, 2013 has been a bumper year and this 
has been reflected in the press hire, which has broken the previous 2011 
record – just. 
 
This is the sixth year that I’ve managed OL’s equipment (our three presses – 
the large oak rack & cloth press, our workhorse metal rack & cloth press, 
and the smaller basket press – and a couple of pasteurisers) and I thought 
members might be interested in seeing some headline facts and figures: 
  

 We’ve had 59 separate bookings this year, 16 of which have been by 
first-time hirers, which shows that press hire is an important way of 
attracting new members. 
 

 The first hire was on 10 September and the last on 17 November, 
with the majority of bookings during a very busy October. 

 A bit of a stab in the dark, but I estimate that between us we’ve 
pressed something between 15,000 and 20,000 litres of juice! 
 

 The map shows the geographical spread of hirers – from 
Okehampton in the north to Slapton in the south, Plymouth in the 
west to Paignton in the east. 

 

 I generally deal with enquiries and bookings via email 
(presshire@orchardlink.org.uk) and this season has involved well 
over 400 emails.  

 

 Interestingly, if you Google ‘apple press hire’, we are the first non-
ad link that comes up – which explains why, for the first time, I’ve 
had a lot of enquiries from all around the country. I suspect that 
there may not be many other groups around hiring out apple 
presses. 

 I’ve already had the first booking request for 2014!  
 

A map of where are Orchard Link presses have gone this year and a graph of 
press hire trends are show overleaf. 

George Arnison, Press Hire/Equipment Manager 
 

Where Orchard Link presses have been hired in 2013 
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The views expressed in this Newsletter are the views of the individual authors and their 
contributions are their copyright. 
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